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Abstract

Quantum coherence effects that arise in the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) when the tip is brought in close proximity to the substrate are addressed on the basis of a recently reported theory in which a continuous transition from an incoherent regime at large gap distances to a coherent regime at short distances is described by means of electron propagators. A simple model of the STM junction is introduced, and is shown to provide a simple and intuitive explanation for the appearance of plateau and a jump in the current characteristics. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is brought in close proximity to the sample, the tunneling current, I, exhibits a spatial variation with the gap distance, z, which is counterintuitive on the basis of semi-classical theories [1-4]. Early STM measurements on a Ag film showed a plateau in the distance dependence of the tunneling current followed by a sudden jump as the tip approaches the sample [5,6]. Similar effects were observed on various metal surfaces [7,8]. Plateau and jump have been ascribed to the onset of quantized conduction through an interface junction formed by one or few atoms at the tip apex in contact with the substrate (Sharvin regime), leading to the collapse of the potential barrier between the tip and substrate below the Fermi level, resulting in ballistic electron transport across the junction [9]. The finite size of the opening would lead to a discrete number of channels whose transverse momentum matches the lateral boundary conditions, each channel contributing a quantum of conductance 2e²/h [10-12] and producing jumps in the I-z characteristics. In these experiments [5-8] the tip merely approaches the sample, and no mechanical contact probably occurs. Therefore, we term these experiments [5-8] "before-contact". In another distinct group of experiments [13-20], mechanical contact between the tip and sample does occur prior to the observation of the steps. This second group has been discussed via simulations of the tensile behaviour of the elongating...
neck [14,18,21] and via the theory of ballistic transport through narrow junctions [22–25], and we do not address them in this paper.

Our present work is aimed at a ‘before-contact’ type of experiments. Most of the theoretical work on these experiments has focused on the electronic features, and a model junction consisting of two metal reservoirs connected by a single atom has often been used. It has been argued [6,26] that, when the tip is in the close proximity of the surface, the exchange–correlation potential causes the barrier to collapse at distances already larger than the bond length and the current to reach a saturation plateau. The plateau is a property of the detailed chemical nature of the tip apex [26,27], and the changing sign of the overlap of the wave-functions of tip and sample as the gap decreases has been postulated as its possible origin [28]. Other electronic structure theories [29–31] have also reproduced the characteristics before contact, but none of them has been able to predict the occurrence of the jumps. Only molecular dynamics simulations of the reorganization processes at the STM junction have been able to yield jumps due to mechanical instabilities and atom motion at the tip–sample interface [32].

Although these results have shed light on the electronic and geometrical structure origin of the characteristics in the short-range regimes, an open question has remained: how to describe within a single framework the three different regimes (viz. tunneling, plateau, jump) observed in the $I–x$ characteristics of the ‘before-contact’ experiments. In most of the previous theoretical studies, it has been implicitly assumed that the conductance arises by a simple sum of contributions of individual channels [16]. The issue of quantum interference when the tip is brought near to the substrate is the focus of the present paper. We show that the onset of interference yields a rapid, but not discontinuous, increase in the $I–x$ characteristics, which resembles the first jump in the characteristics. The substrate atom adsorbed at the tip apex is considered to be responsible for the observed features, and the occurrence of both plateaux and current jumps arises from a competition between direct transfer rates for electron and interference contributions. In this framework, the asymmetry in the chemical nature of the junction is of fundamental importance. Our results suggest that, by accounting properly for the interference effects, one might be able to describe the three regimes (tunneling, plateau, jump) observed in $I–x$ ‘before contact’ experiments without invoking atom motion at the interface or mechanical instabilities as the origin of the jumps.

2. The model

The simplified model STM junction consists of three (Wannier) site states representing the tip, substrate and tip apex (labeled, respectively, T, S and A). On the basis of these states, the Hamiltonian reads

$$
H = \begin{pmatrix}
E_T & V_{TA} & 0 \\
V_{TA} & E_A & V_{SA} \\
0 & V_{SA} & E_S
\end{pmatrix},
$$

(1)

where the $V$s are the matrix elements, and the $E$s are the site energies. The tip apex, $A$, does not change its distance from the tip as the tip–substrate distance is varied, the change in the STM configuration being through the substrate–apex matrix element $V_{SA}$ (the direct tip–substrate matrix element, $V_{TS}$, is taken to be vanishing for simplicity). The STM effective resistance, $R_{\text{eff}}$, of such a three-site junction can be calculated in terms of our earlier theory of the STM [33,34]:

$$
R_{\text{eff}} \propto \int_0^\infty dt \left[ \Pi_{TT}(t) + \Pi_{SS}(t) - \Pi_{TS}(t) - \Pi_{ST}(t) \right].
$$

(2)

Here, the electron propagator, $\Pi_{mn}$, represents the probability of finding the electron on the site $m$ at time $t$ given an initial placement of the electron at site $n$ [33]. The effective resistance, $R_{\text{eff}}$, depends on the value of the ratios of the matrix elements $V$ to an incoherence parameter, $\alpha$, which describes bath interactions, alternatively, the energetic disorder in the STM junction. When $\alpha=0$, the carrier motion is fully coherent, whereas for a large $\alpha$, it becomes incoherent. By tuning the ratio of the
interstate matrix elements $V$ to $\alpha$ (which happens as the tip is moved towards the sample), the character of the motion can be made to change continuously between the two limiting regimes.

If $E_T = E_S = E_A$, Ref. [33] yields, with the replacement of the label $M$ by $A$ in the present paper and the transposition of labels $T$ and $S$

$$R = \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{V_{TA}}{V_{SA}} \right)^2 \right] + \left( \frac{V_{TA}}{\alpha} \right)^2 \left[ \frac{V_{SA}}{V_{TA}} - \frac{V_{TA}}{V_{SA}} \right]^2.$$  (3)

We suppress unimportant constants. In Fig. 1, $R$ is plotted as a function of $V_{SA}$ for different values of $V_{TA}$, as shown, the value of a being held constant. The plot corresponds to the tip being moved closer to the substrate as $V_{SA}$ is increased. In analogy with the apparent STM barrier height, $\phi_a$ [3,4] defined as

$$\phi_a = 0.952 \left[ \frac{\partial \ln J}{\partial \xi} \right]^2,$$  (4)

where $\phi_a$ is in electron-volts, the current, $J$, is in nanoamps and the distance, $\xi$, is in angstroms, the dimensionless apparent barrier $\phi_a^*$ is

$$\phi_a^* = \left[ \frac{\partial \ln J}{\partial \ln (V_{SA})} \right]^2.$$  (5)

In Eq. (4), the quantity whose logarithm is differentiated is the current, whereas in Eq. (5) the reciprocal of the effective resistance gives Eq. (3). The derivative is with respect to the distance in Eq. (4) and also in Eq. (5) if tunneling matrix element has a simple exponential dependence on the gap distance. Eq. (5) is then an appropriate representation of Eq. (4) to add the qualitative of the dependence of the barrier height on distance. Three distinctive features are apparent in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1, we observe (1) the occurrence of a resistance minimum at a critical tip-substrate distance, (2) the dependence of the shape and location of the minimum on the value of $V_{TA}$, and (3) the lack of dependence on $V_{TA}$ for small $V_{SA}$, i.e. for large substrate distances. Feature (1) corresponds, our plot of the effective barrier height in Fig. 2, the vanishing of $\phi_a^*$ for certain values of the substrate-apex interaction (consequently the gap distance). The correspondence of feature (2) similarly clear in the shapes of the curves in Fig. Feature (3) is represented in Fig. 2 by the convergence of the various curves to the incoherent
the barrier \( \phi_a \) is

\[
\phi_a = \frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{2}} \ln \frac{\Phi}{\Phi_0} - \frac{1}{\Phi_0} \Phi^2 \tag{5}
\]

ity whose logarithm is \( \alpha \), whereas in Eq. (5), the effective resistance given in (4) is also in Eq. (5) if the has a simple exponential distance. Eq. (5) is thus a function of Eq. (4) to address dependence of the barrier's distinctive features are not.

In Fig. 1, we observe resistance minimum at a[..] distance (1) corresponds, in barrier height in Fig. 2, to certain values of the substrate dependence of feature (2) is of the curves in Fig. 2. ed in Fig. 2 by the curves to the incoherent, i.e. a large gap separation, limit (\( \phi_a/\Phi = 1 \) in Fig. 2, where \( \Phi \) is the actual work function of the metal surface). The observed plateau in the current (equivalently in the effective resistance as in Fig. 1) correspond in Fig. 2 to the smooth and relatively large regions of near-zero values of \( \phi_a \) whereas the observed jumps in the current (equivalently the spikes in Fig. 1) are represented by sudden, rather than smooth, drops to zero. Also, the curves showing the jumps in the current have a point of inflexion represented by the rise of the \( \phi_a^n \) curves above the large-gap value, \( \Phi^* \). Such a behaviour can be found also in other experimental work [7], and analysis (see fig. 3 of Ref. [9], and figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. [35]) where it appears related to the local character of the surface potentials used in their calculations. A large enhancement in the apparent barrier at distances near the contact arises in the square barrier as the transmission probability undergoes a transition from a smooth to an exponential decay [35]. In our present analysis, the observed features arise from the interplay between the two contributions to the effective resistance (4): the symmetrical/incoherent and asymmetrical/coherent terms [33]. The former is responsible for the plateau at a short distance in Fig. 1 and is dominant in the incoherent regime. The latter contribution becomes relevant under coherent transport conditions, and causes the rapid decrease in effective resistance as \( V_{SA}/V_{TA} \to 1 \).

The resonant model expression (3) is thus able to reproduce both the plateau and the jump characteristics (and even the rise in the effective barrier height above the large gap separation value) but only in different parameter cases. In order to account for their coexistence, it is necessary to examine off-resonant models. Having analysed in detail three cases with a single on-site energy mismatch, respectively, of the substrate, apex and tip, we have found that only the third case in which a substrate atom is adsorbed at the apex is successful in predicting the coexistence of the jump and the plateau. The effective resistance, \( R_e \), is calculated by multiplying the integral Eq. (2) by \( \alpha \). The outcomes are plotted in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3a, we take a high degree of coherence in electron transport, specifically a value that is low enough such that \( V_{TA} = 100 \) in units of \( \alpha \), and show the dependence of the \( I-z \) characteristics on the energy mismatch \( \omega \). For \( \omega/V_{TA} \ll 1 \), the characteristics resemble the resonant case, and the maximum conductance decreases as the mismatch increases. As \( \omega/V_{TA} \approx 1 \), the slope decreases as the tip approaches the substrate: in the far distance regime, the conductance is proportional to \( V_{SA}^2 \) as expected for tunneling, and the decrease of the power exponent is symptomatic of coherent transport [33]. The slope decrease has been reported in several experimental STM studies [6–8]. At larger ratios (\( \omega/V_{TA} > 1 \)), the tunneling regime ends on a plateau, and the separation range, where the conductance is insensitive to the distance, grows with the energy mismatch. The conductance rises again at the end of the plateau. There is no true discontinuity, although the relevant spatial range of \( V_{SA} \) spans less than one order of magnitude. This would correspond to just a fraction of an angstrom. It is also interesting to note that the occurrence of the spike in the model corresponds to the tip position beyond the symmetric configuration (\( V_{SA} = V_{TA} \)), corresponding to \( V_{SA} \) being close to the energy mismatch with the tip. This suggests that the current jump is the result of either one of the split levels arising from the apex–substrate interaction coming into resonance with the mismatched tip level [26].

Fig. 3b shows the evolution of the \( I-z \) characteristics at a given energy mismatch and for different degrees of coherence measured by the value of \( V_{TA} \) in units of \( \alpha \). The key quantity that determines the plateau onset and the sharp rise in proximity of the contact point is the ratio \( \omega/V_{TA} \) rather than the absolute coherence value. A scaling relationship of the \( I-z \) characteristics as a function of \( \omega/V_{TA} \) is seen to exist from Fig. 3c. Curves with the same \( \omega/V_{TA} \) and different \( V_{TA} \) can be collapsed onto an universal curve if displayed as a function of \( V_{SA}/V_{TA} \). In other words, a given pair of tip and substrate yields the same characteristics in the mismatched configuration independently on the degree of coherence. As a consequence, the onset of the plateau region shifts towards a smaller \( V_{SA} \) (larger separation) as the degree of coherence decreases. This might imply that even a modest approach distance from the set-point position yields saturation in the current [8]. Fig. 3d shows the effect of changing the \( \alpha \) value while maintaining
Fig. 3. Dimensionless effective conductance vs. $V_{SA}$ for the off-resonance three-site system with mismatched tip energy, $\omega$: (a) $V_{TA}=100$ and $\omega=10$ (dot-dash), 100 (large dash), 250 (small dash), 500 (dot), 1000 (solid) in units of $\alpha$; (b) $\omega=250$ a $\log_{10}(V_{TA})=1$ (dot-dash), 1.5 (large dash), 2 (small dash), 2.5 (dot), 3 (solid), matrix elements in units of $\alpha$; (c) constant ratio $\omega/V_{TA}=2.5$ and $V_{TA}=1$ (dot-dash), 10 (dot), 100 (dash), 1000 (solid) in units of $\alpha$; (d) constant ratio $\omega/V_{TA}=2.5$, $V_{TA}=100/\alpha$, a $\log_{10}(\omega) = 0$ (dot-dash), 1 (dote), 1.25 (small dash), 1.5 (large dash), 2 (solid).

the relative matrix elements fixed. This effect is implemented by rescaling the Hamiltonian as $V_{TA}=100/\alpha$ while maintaining $\omega/V_{TA}=2.5$. For $\alpha \leq 1$ (coherent conditions), the I-$z$ characteristics saturate to the curve with plateau and jump (dot-dashed line). As $\alpha$ increases (less coherence), the plateau shrinks, and the jump fades out. For yet larger $\alpha$ values, only a featureless maximum appears, as in the incoherent resonant case. Thus, the coexistence of the jump and the plateau is seen as a result of the coherent transport conditions.

3. Comparison to experimental data

A comparison between the experimental data of Gimzewski and Möller [5,6] and our theoretical model is shown in Fig. 4. In the experiment, the initial position, $z_0$, of the tip is set by imposing a 1-nA tunneling current for a 20-mV bias voltage. The characteristics are recorded as a function of the approach distance $z_0-z$. In the first curve (Fig. 4a), the current rises about 2.5 orders of magnitude on the 4.73-Å distance range before contact. The characteristics exhibit a small plateau in close proximity to the contact point, which spans approximately 0.25 Å. In the second experiment (reported in Ref. [6]), the characteristics shown in Fig. 4b exhibit both a large plateau (sp: 2 Å) and a jump. According to the model calculations shown in Fig. 3, these characteristic features appear upon coherent transp conditions, so we choose $V_{TA}=100$ in units of $\alpha$ and we improve the fitting by a slight offset of the log$_{10}(V_{SA})$ axis, which is equivalent to a small adjustment of $V_{TA}$ (see Fig. 3c). Note from Fig. that a small plateau, as in the experimental characteristics in Fig. 4a, implies an energy mismatch comparable to the relevant matrix element $V_1^r$. Then, in Fig. 4a, we superimpose the theoretical curve for the three-site off-resonance model calculated for $\omega/V_{TA}=1.1$, and we set the range for the matrix element $V_{SM}$ in such a way that the theoretical conductance undergoes a change of four orders of magnitude, and its maximum coincides with the observed jump at the experimental contact point.
distance range between the plate and the contact point, which
23 in the second experiment, is a large plateau (0.1 A).
According to the model of the off-resonance three-site model (dashed
line in Fig. 3c), the plateau is due to the coherence transition in the tip
V_{TA}=100 in units of a (a) \omega/V_{TA}=1.1 (dashes),
and (b) \omega/V_{TA}=2.5, respectively.

Theoretical I-z characteristics reproduce the experimental data in the tunneling regime and the
sharp jump of \omega at the onset of the small plateau
is. Although the sharp jump at contact
egress is produced quantitatively, the model predicts
that the conductance will increase faster when
than atoms (closer than 0.5 A) to the tip.
rent increase in experimental current
after the jump is probably due to the
change of contact with the maximum conductance.

Experimental data, as suggested by the significant hysteresis upon tip
retraction reported in [5]. In any case, our model
cannot account for the trend observed beyond the maximum conductance. Using a slightly larger
energy mismatch, \omega/V_{TA}=1.4, and relaxing the
condition on the maximum conductance, we can
reproduce the I-z characteristics, including the
plateau and the current rise beyond the jump
dotted curve in Fig. 4a). It is interesting to
compare this result with the saturation of the current
beyond the jump as predicted by a different tight-binding
model [29].

Fig. 4b shows a comparison between the experimental
data, the density functional calculation [6] and
our model calculation for \omega/V_{TA}=2.5. The
energy mismatch is determined by matching both
the contact point and the onset of the plateau. Far
from contact, the characteristics are dominated
by tunneling from the tip apex to the substrate,
whose distance determines the effective gap.
The agreement is excellent throughout the range,
and the current increase occurs when \psi_{SA} \approx V_{TA},
which corresponds to the tip being within 0.4 A from
the experimental jump. Interestingly, the configuration
for which the maximum current is achieved is not
symmetrical. From the equivalence between the
bottom and top axes, it appears that the skewed
coreference at the maximum corresponds to a
difference in bond length of 0.5 A, which is comparable
to the value obtained from molecular
an dynamics simulations of the jump-to-contact
process [15].

Our model calculations suggest that the two
experimental curves arise from different tips. If we
identify the energy mismatch \omega as the effective
difference in the work function between the tip
and substrate, and the matrix element V_{TA} as the
interaction between the apex adatom with the tip
states, we can extract useful parameters from the
experiment. The work function difference between
Ir (\Phi = 5.7 eV) and polycrystalline Ag (\Phi = 4.6 eV)
is \omega = 1.1 eV; hence, \omega/V_{TA}, which fits the
experimental data, yields the matrix element values
V_{TA} \approx 1 eV (dashed curve in Fig. 4a) and
V_{TA} \approx 0.4 eV, respectively. On the other hand, the
decay of the length of \psi_{SA}, estimated from the
comparison of the matrix element, \psi_{SA} and the
spatial ranges in Fig. 4, is comparable in the two

cases: in Fig. 4a, one order of magnitude decrease of the matrix element \( V_{SA} \) corresponds approximately to a 3.2 Å gap increase, and the inverse decay length calculated from the linear dependence between \( \log_{10}(V_{SA}) \) and \( z_0 - z \) is 0.5 Å\(^{-1}\). Similar considerations in Fig. 4b yield an inverse decay length of 0.45 Å\(^{-1}\). Thus, we infer that the chemical nature of the tip apex is similar in both cases and that the different ratios might be ascribed to a different structure of the tip, which is reflected in the different \( V_{TA} \) value. The smaller \( V_{TA} \) value in the latter case might imply that the local environment of the tip apex is made of fewer atoms with respect to the former case, for instance, for a sharp tip. This result is consistent with the earlier hypothesis [31] that sharp tips would produce plateau, whereas blunt tips would produce a monotonic increase in current with distance. Although the three-site model does not contain the tip structure, this information is implicitly embedded in the value of the matrix element \( V_{TA} \). We have performed calculations on larger clusters of atoms as models of the STM junction and have found that the behavior exhibited by the characteristics of the three-site model is indeed preserved.

4. Discussion

Our analysis suggests that the plateau and the jump in the \( I - z \) characteristics are a result of coherent transport through a localized state at the tip's apex which is in resonance with the substrate, e.g., an Ag atom on the Ir tip in the experiment in Ref. [5]. This is supported by the fact that choosing either different sequences of localized states or a different degree of coherence in the electron motion does not yield all the features observed experimentally. The physical picture emerging from our model is consistent with several previous experimental and theoretical studies. For instance, substrate atoms are adsorbed at the tip apex in actual STM conditions during in-situ sharpening of the tip, which is performed either by indentation of the tip into the substrate, or by field desorption. Localized states, as in weakly bound adatoms, have been observed at the tip apex [36,37]. These aspects are qualitatively embodied in the essential features of our model and in the choice of relevant parameters. Moreover, the conclusion from the fitting of our model to independent experimental data is consistent with previous hypotheses regarding the origin of the characteristics in terms of tip apex chemical nature and geometry. While simplistic from the electronic structure point of view, our model treats rigorously interference effects that might exist among conductance channels.

Our model does not explicitly take into account the breakdown of the surface potential barrier [3,6,9], which causes the onset of ballistic transport across the junction. In chain models (see Appendix A), ballistic transport in a resonant case corresponds to the matrix element between the tip and substrate matching the interstate matrix element within each electrode. Under such conditions, the junction (where the resistance is higher) disappears, and transport occurs in a continuous 1-D chain, as in Bloch states. In the case of an asymmetric junction and in the case of physisorption at the tip apex, one expects \( V_{SA} > V_{TA} \) for the Bloch condition (hence ballistic transport) to appear. In fact, the minimum resistance of the off-resonance model occurs at \( V_{SA} \approx \omega \geq V_{TA} \). Even if the actual barrier height drops below the Fermi level as the tip approaches the substrate, in a tight-binding formulation, there is still an effective matrix element which, at the contact point, describes the conduction through a Ag wire, for example. The increase in conductance before the peak suggests that the transition from tunneling to ballistic transport is smooth, similarly to the actual breakdown of the barrier [9].

In our picture, the plateau arises because the contribution to the conductance from the gain in the matrix element \( V_{SA} \) is exactly canceled by destructive interference (see the curves in Fig. 3 with respect to the resonant case in the intermediate range). In the long-distance regime (small \( V_{SA} \)), the interference terms become small and positive, causing the decrease to follow the well-known \( V_{SA} \) relation. Finally, the largest meaningful \( V_{SA} \) corresponds to the maximum conductance. Less coherent conditions (i.e., larger bath interactions) can push the onset of the resonance to larger \( V_{SA} \). Thus, the maximum conductance might not always be experimentally accessible because of...
choice of relevant inclusion from the adent experimental hypotheses regarding stics in terms of tip try. While simplification of point of view, their influence effects that 2 channels. y take into account a potential barrier of ballistic transport models (see Appendix I). Ionization case in between the tip and the matrix element (such conditions, the higher) disappears, innumerable 1-D chain, of an asymmetricly disposition of the $V_{TA}$ for the Bloch port) to appear. In of the off-resonance case, Even if the actual Fermi level as the in a tight-binding effective matrix element, describes the 2, for example. The the peak suggesting to ballistic transport actual breakdown arises because the energy gain in exactly canceled by the curves in Fig. 3 use in the intermediate regime (small become small and to follow the well the largest meaningstum conductance . larger bath involved the resonances the conductance might not accessible because of instabilities. The important result that can be inferred from our model is that the asymmetry in the junction (either chemical or geometrical) is important in order to yield the plateau and the first jump.

In Appendix A, we show that our model predicts that a quantum of conductance $2e^2/h$ is the maximum conductance that can be observed for fully coherent 1-D transport, consistent with the well-known result of Landauer's formula for a single conductance channel [10,11]. Furthermore, we find that for a junction consisting of a chain of $M+1$ atoms, with $M>1$, the minimum resistance increases as $\approx \ln(M)$. This intriguing result seems to be at variance with the result of Ref. [38]. The discrepancy originates in our artificial separation of the intermediate state from the rest of the junction, which is coupled directly to the reservoirs.

However, in our opinion, the most important reason lies in the breakdown of the assumption in [38] of a very narrow intermediate potential well with respect to the wavefunction spread. This argument has been discussed in Refs. [9,26] in order to explain how the saturation resistance through one atom becomes larger than the ideal 12.9 $\Omega$ value (inverse of $2e^2/h$).

In our model, when the coupling $V$ between the intermediate site and tip and substrate is comparable to the coupling within the chain (see Appendix A), the root-mean-square displacement from the intermediate site is proportional to $V$. Thus, there is never a spatial localization on the intermediate site, and the conditions in Ref. [38] do not hold. For a three-site system, our model predicts the minimum resistance to be $R_{min} = \frac{\pi}{4} R_0 \approx 17 \Omega$, in accidental agreement with $\approx 16.4 \Omega$ measured at the conductance jump in Ref. [6], and for an off-resonance condition, we expect an even larger value, in agreement with the conclusions of Refs. [6,26,27,36].

An important result of our model is that only in a regime of negligible bath interactions (i.e., large $V_{SA}$ in units of $\alpha$) would the characteristics exhibit a rapid change in slope at the contact point (viz., $V_{SA} \approx V_{TA}$ in the resonant case and $V_{SA} \approx V_{TA}$). In conclusion, the 'jump' is the result of coherent transport on contact, and not just the signature of contact. The transport on contact is not necessarily coherent, and in the incoherent case, the conductance will not show a rapid increase at the contact point.
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Appendix A. Minimum resistance of a 1-D chain with coherent transport

Consider an STM junction consisting of $M+1$ sites embedded in the middle of a chain made of $N$ sites, with $N-M-1$ sites forming the bath, and $N \rightarrow \infty$; the tip is the $N/2$ site, and the substrate is $N/2+M$, where $M$ is the number of links; the sites are degenerate, and the nearest-neighbor matrix element is $V$, the motion being fully coherent. The dispersion relation is $E(k) = E_0 + 2V \cos k$, the on-site energy $E_0 = 0$ coincides with the Fermi level $E_F$, and $k$ may be treated as a continuous variable in the range $[0, \pi]$ provided that $M$ is large. Also, the projected density of states at the tip (equal to that of the substrate) is

$$G_T(E_F) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_0^{\pi} dk \sin^2(kN/2) \delta(2V \cos k) = \frac{1}{\pi V}$$

From eqs. (2.5) and (4.13b) of Ref. [33], the minimum effective resistance is

$$R_{eff} = \frac{1}{2e^2 G_T(E_F) V} \int_0^{\pi} \frac{dk}{\sin^2(Mk)}$$

$$= \frac{\hbar \pi}{2e^2} \int_0^{\pi} \frac{dk}{\sin^2(Mk)}$$

(A1)

For $M=1$, we recover the inverse quantum of conductance $R_{eff} = R_0 = 12.9 \Omega$. For $M=2$, $R_{eff} = \frac{\pi}{4} R_0 \approx 17.2 \Omega$. For a large $M$, the second integral
in Eq. (A1) can be expressed through the asymptotic formula [39] as

\[ R_{\text{eff}} \approx \frac{k_{\text{B}} \ln(cM)}{c^2} \]

where the constant, \( c \approx 7.1243 \). The effective resistance of a 1-D chain of sites in resonance grows logarithmically with \( M \), in particular \( R_{\text{eff}}/R_0 \) grows from \( \approx 1.3 \) for \( M=2 \) to \( \approx 4.4 \) for \( M=1000 \).
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